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Abstract

Face recognition is a difficult problem, whether using still
images or video. A robust solution is still elusive after 30
years of research. The main reason postulated for this is
that two people look more alike than images of the same
person under different viewing conditions, i.e. the inter-
class variability is smaller than the intra-class variability.
In this paper, we propose a way to investigate this, and
other, phenomenon more quantitatively. This is done by ex-
ploring the space of face images. We first synthesize images
under different illumination and pose, and then estimate the
probability density function (pdf) for each person. The pdfs
are then analyzed for their separability, and for where they
overlap. Class regions, regions where the Bayes’ classifier
would correctly classify each person, are also determined.
These class regions are subjected to k-means clustering.
By examining cluster boundaries, we can determine light-
ing and pose conditions that make face recognition difficult.
Similarly, the cluster centers tell us the viewing conditions
most suited for discriminating between the persons. Our
paper makes three key contributions: (1) we show how face
space may be modeled and explored; (2) we show that the
traditional inter-class/intra-class variability is not a good
measure of the separability of two classes, and instead pro-
pose the use of the Bhattacharyya distance, and (3) we de-
termine the viewing conditions that are best (or worst) for
face recognition.
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1. Introduction
Face recognition, whether using still images or video, is a
difficult problem. Even after 30 years of active research,
a robust solution remains elusive. The main difficulty is
that the appearance of a face changes dramatically when
variations in illumination, pose, expression (to name a few)
are present. When variations are absent or relatively minor,
then existing face recognition systems perform very well

[10]. Changes in illumination and pose are among the most
difficult to handle [10, 16], and attempts to find invariant
features have largely failed [1]. Anecdotal evidence sug-
gests that face images of two different people look more
alike than images of one person under different illumination
and pose [4]. In pattern recognition parlance, this means
that the inter-class variability is smaller than the intra-class
variability.

To date, little work has been done to study this phe-
nomenon quantitatively. Adini et. al. [1] compared a num-
ber of popular face recognition approaches purported to be
invariant to illumination and found that none of them were
robust against lighting changes. Belhumeur et. al. [2] used
Fisherfaces (Fisher Linear Discriminant [5]) to compensate
for illumination variation. However, their focus was more
on recognition accuracy than on inter- versus intra-class
variability. This paper presents what we believe to be the
first attempt to study face space, defined as the set of all
images of faces under different viewing conditions. Our
investigation may be considered a generalization of eigen-
faces, first used by Kirby and Sirovich [8] to represent faces,
and popularized by Turk and Pentland [14] for face recog-
nition. But whereas eigenfaces are meant to give a compact
representation, we are more concerned with how faces of
different people overlap (or not).

More precisely, we estimate the probability density func-
tion (pdf) of each person under illumination and pose vari-
ations, analyze where these pdfs overlap, and measure their
separability, as well as their inter- and intra-class distances.
Our results show that the anecdotal evidence that within-
class variability is larger than between-class variability to
be only partially true. It depends on which “direction” of
variability is being used, and hence is not reliable. We ar-
gue that the true measure of class separability must be com-
puted using pdf distance metrics, such as the Bhattacharyya
distance or the Kullback-Leibler divergence [5]. Along the
way, we also discover what viewing conditions make face
recognition easy, and what make it difficult. Our hope is that
these explorations provide useful insights for face recogni-
tion, and paves the way for better techniques in the future.



Figure 1: Schematic overview.

Although our present analysis is done using still images,
the results are useful for face processing in video as well. If
we regard video as a sequence of still images, then a video
is simply a trajectory in face space. Where two trajecto-
ries intersect, or approach each other closely, recognition is
difficult, and where they are far apart, recognition is easy.
Thus a simple way to recognize faces in video is to select
the frames in which the faces are far apart in face space.
This obviates the need to compare every frame, and has the
added flexibility that frames greatly separated in time may
be compared.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes how we perform our analysis. Section 3 shows
the results from analyzing the face space of five people.
This is done first for frontal-pose, illumination-only images,
and second for images where both illumination and pose are
varying. Section 4 concludes our paper.

2. Method

Our approach is schematically shown in Figure 1. The idea
is to model face space with a pdf for each person (the so-
called “class-conditional pdf”), and then to analyze these
pdfs for where they overlap, and where they do not. This
follows the principle of the Bayes’ classifier, used in statis-
tical pattern recognition [5]. The following sections provide
more details.

2.1. Preprocessing
Images of five people1 are first synthesized under different
illumination and pose. Figures 2 and 3 show the five indi-
viduals and a sample of the various lighting conditions and
viewpoints generated. We used the 3D laser-scanned face
dataset provided by the University of South Florida Human

1Our technique is inherently time consuming: image rendering and sta-
tistical sampling are computationally intensive. We chose five out of the
hundred people in the dataset to get results within a reasonable period of
time. We have subsequently run our analyses on ten people, and the results
presented here still hold.

Figure 2: The five persons used in our analysis: Persons 0
to 4, from left to right.

Figure 3: Images under different illumination and pose.

ID project [12]. This dataset, obtained from real human sub-
jects, contains the 3D coordinates of each face, as well as its
texture map. Rendering was done using standard computer
graphics techniques: under the Phong illumination model,
and employing a simple shadow buffer algorithm to com-
pute the shadow regions [6]. For each person, a single light
source (with a small amount of ambient light) was moved
in front of the face, varying in azimuthal (left-right) angles
of ±90◦ in steps of 20◦, and in elevation (up-down) angles
of ±60◦ in steps of 20◦. This gives 70 illuminations per
pose. Pose was also varied in azimuthal angles of ±90◦ and
elevation angles of ±60◦, both in steps of 10◦. This gives
247 poses, making a total of 247 × 70 = 17290 images per
person. All images are 120 × 120 in size.

It is possible to synthesize images in other ways. For in-
stance, by the methods described in [7, 11]. Using these
methods, it will be possible to render many new images
from even a single input image, without first requiring a
3D mesh to be available. Our idea is thus not restricted to
synthesis from a 3D model, nor constrained by traditional
computer graphics techniques.

The next step is to reduce the dimension of the images,
to avoid the “curse of dimensionality” [5]. This may be
done using standard Principal Components Analysis (PCA)
[5], and keeping 100θ% of the “energy”. That is, choose
the smallest K such that the ratio of the sum of the K
largest eigenvalues to the sum of all eigenvalues is > θ.
For our illumination-only analysis (see Section 3.1), we use
θ = 0.8, giving K = 8. The trade-off is between obtaining
a PCA basis that best represents the face images on the one
hand, and tractability in estimating the pdf on the other. Im-
ages of all persons are then projected into this PCA space.

In this reduced dimension space, we now estimate the
pdf for each person. This is done by fitting a Gaussian



Mixture Model (GMM) using the Greedy Expectation Max-
imization (EM) algorithm [15]. This is a fast algorithm that
estimates both the individual Gaussian components (means
and covariance matrices) as well as the number of compo-
nents M . The GMM pdf is defined as [5]:

P (x) =

M∑
j=1

αjGauss(x|µj ,Cj), (1)

Gauss(x|µj ,Cj) =
1

(det 2πCj)1/2
×

exp

[
−1

2
(x − µj)

�C−1
j (x − µj)

]
,

M∑
j=1

αj = 1 (2)

2.2. Similarity measure
We begin our analysis with a similarity measure. Given two
pdfs Pi(x), Pj(x) representing two persons, how similar
are they? This may be measured using the Bhattacharyya
distance or the Kullback-Leibler divergence [5]. We prefer
the Bhattacharyya distance because of its symmetry:

DistB(Pi, Pj) =
∫ √

Pi(x)Pj(x) dx (3)

where a value close to 1 means that the pdfs are similar, and
a value close to 0 means they are dissimlar.

Obtaining an analytic formula for the Bhattacharyya dis-
tance of two GMMs is difficult, so we resort to a Monte
Carlo approach [9]. The basic idea is to draw random sam-
ples y1, . . . ,yR from a pdf P (y), and approximate the ex-
pectation by a sum. That is, E[g(y)] =

∫
g(y)P (y) dy ≈

1
R

∑R
i=1 g(yi). We re-write Equation (3) to get:

DistB(Pi, Pj) =
∫ √

Pj(x)Pj(x) dx

=
∫ (√

Pj(x)
Pi(x)

)
Pi(x) dx

≈ 1
R

R∑
i=1

√
Pj(xi)
Pi(xi)

where the samples xi are drawn from Pi(x). In our experi-
ments, 50,000 samples were drawn for each Pi to compute
the Bhattacharyya distances. This was repeated 5 times, and
the average was taken.

2.3. Inter-class vs. intra-class distance
Given two pdfs, we can also determine their inter-class and
intra-class distances. Conventional methods, such as Fisher
Linear Discriminant [5], use this concept to determine class

separability. The inter-class distance measures the variabil-
ity between two classes (persons), while the intra-class dis-
tance measures the variability of all the images of one per-
son. We may define these as follows:

DistInter(Pi, Pj) = ||µi − µj ||,
DistIntra(Pi) =

√
λi

max,

where µi = mean of pdf Pi,

λi
max = largest eigenvalue of the

covariance matrix Ci of Pi (4)

These definitions are similar to the MIN/MAX ratio of
Brunelli et. al. [3]. Intuitively, the inter-class distance
may be measured as the distance between representatives
(means) of the two classes. As for intra-class variability,
we note that there will be different amounts of variation in
each dimension of our multidimensional space. The largest
variation among all these dimensions is given by the largest
eigenvalue of the covariance matrix, and serves as an up-
per bound on the variability within the class. We define the
following ratio to measure the inter-class versus intra-class
variability:

Vij =
DistInter(Pi, Pj)

DistIntra(Pi) + DistIntra(Pj)
(5)

Note that if the distributions of the two classes are spherical,
then their Vij ratio measures the distance between the (hy-
per)sphere centers relative to their radii. Thus if Vij > 1,
then the spheres are well separated; otherwise they intersect.
Hence, Vij gives us another measure of similarity between
the two pdfs. In most situations, however, the distributions
will not be spherical, so Vij could be misleading (see our
experiment in Section 3.1). In such cases, one should really
use the Bhattacharyya distance.

Using Equation (1), it is straightforward to obtain an an-
alytic formula for the mean and covariance matrix in terms
of the component means and covariances. From this, we
may calculate the largest eigenvalue of C for each class,
and hence Vij .

2.4. Class regions
In theory, the Bayes’ classifier is the optimum classifier,
giving the minimum expected misclassification error [5].
Classification is done as follows: let ω1, . . . , ωT be T
classes, and their corresponding class-conditional pdfs be
P (x|ω1), . . . , P (x|ωT ). Then given an unknown vector x,
it is assigned to the maximum a posteriori class:

ω∗ = arg max
ωi

P (ωi|x)

= arg max
ωi

P (x|ωi)P (ωi) (6)



where P (ωi) are the prior probabilities of the classes.
In the absence of other information, the priors are usu-
ally assumed to be constant, equal to 1/T . Then Equa-
tion (6) becomes the maximum likelihood estimate: ω∗ =
arg maxωi

P (x|ωi).
For each class ωi, the regions where P (x|ωi) is maxi-

mum (over all other P (x|ωj)) is called the class region for
ωi. Denote this by Ri. Note that this region need not be
contiguous; it may be a union of disjoint subregions. From
the Bayesian perspective, Ri is where class ωi is correctly
classified, and all other classes ωj are misclassified.

Since we have already computed the class-conditional
pdfs from Section 2.1, it is a simple matter to determine
the class regions. This may be done using Monte Carlo:
draw random samples x1, . . . ,xR from one pdf P (x|ωi),
and compute P (xk|ωj) for all other classes ωj . Keep the
samples for which P (xk|ωi) is maximum. These belong to
Ri. Repeat this procedure for each class: i = 1, . . . , T . To
better represent Ri, we can perform k-means clustering [5],
and calculate the cluster mean (mt) and covariance matrix
(St) for each cluster t.

It is possible to visualize these class regions. We can “re-
verse project” the cluster means back into the high dimen-
sional image space, and display them as faces. Intuitively,
these tell us the illumination and pose conditions that best
distinguish person ωi from other people. Likewise, we can
determine where ωi is easily confused with someone else.
These occur at the boundaries of class region Ri. That is,
where P (x|ωi) = P (x|ωj) for some other class ωj . Near
these boundaries, a small change in x may put it into a dif-
ferent class region, resulting in a misclassification.

Although it difficult to determine the exact boundaries
(whether analytically or numerically), we can get close to
them using the cluster covariances. We note that for each
cluster t, the covariance matrix St tells us the spread of that
cluster from its mean. We can thus compute its principal
components: let them be v(t)

l , with corresponding eigenval-

ues β
(t)
l . Then the point mt + 2(β(t)

l )1/2v(t)
l is “2 standard

deviations” from the mean mt, in the direction of v(t)
l . This

will be closer to the boundary. We can then reverse project
such a point and display it as an image.

3. Results
3.1. Illumination-only experiments

We first ran our analysis on illumination-only images. That
is, for 5 people, we synthesized 555 images per person un-
der frontal pose, with illumination varying in azimuthal an-
gles of ±90◦ in steps of 5◦, and in elevation angles of ±70◦

in steps of 10◦. All these images were then projected us-
ing PCA down to 8 dimensional space, and the GMM was
estimated for each person.

Figure 5: All the 5 GMM pdfs in different colors. This 2D
slice shows the first two dimensions of the 8D space.

P0 P1 P2 P3 P4
P0 1 1.6E-6 7.4E-6 1.3E-6 4.0E-7
P1 1 1.9E-7 6.5E-7 2.7E-5
P2 1 2.0E-5 6.3E-6
P3 1 1.9E-4
P4 1

Table 1: Pair-wise Bhattacharyya distances.

Figure 4 shows various 2D views of the pdfs for Per-
sons 0 and 1. These provide a glimpse into the 8D space.
The 2 GMM pdfs do not seem to overlap in regions of high
probability, and their Bhattacharyya distance of 1.6× 10−6

confirms this. The third row of Table 4 shows the number of
GMM components discovered by the Greedy EM algorithm
for each class. Table 1 shows the pair-wise Bhattacharyya
distances for the 5 people. Since the table is symmetric,
we display only half the entries. It is clear that all the pdfs
are well-separated: the distances are all close to 0, with the
largest entry being less than 2 × 10−4. This means that a
Bayes’ classifier should perform very well.

Figure 5 displays the pdfs of all 5 people (in different
colors). This is a 2D slice of the first two dimensions. More
overlapping regions can be seen.

Table 2 shows the symmetric Vij ratios for all pairs of

P0 P1 P2 P3 P4
P0 0 0.288 0.332 0.361 0.580
P1 0 0.324 0.159 0.336
P2 0 0.419 0.610
P3 0 0.237
P4 0

Table 2: Pair-wise symmetric Vij ratios.



Figure 4: Different 2D views of the pdfs of Persons 0 (red) and 1 (green). (Top row) The first two dimensions of the 8D
space. (Middle row) The third and fourth dimensions. (Bottom row) The last two dimensions.



Figure 6: Skinny pdfs in 2D are well-separated, but their
Vij ratio is less than 1.

pdfs. Since all values are less than 1, it means that the inter-
class distances are indeed smaller than the intra-class dis-
tances. This seems to confirm the anecdotal evidence that
other researchers have observed. However, this table needs
to be interpreted in light of the Bhattacharyya distances of
Table 1. The Vij ratios suggest that the pdfs overlap, while
the Bhattacharyya distances indicate that they are well sep-
arated. How do we reconcile these contradictory results?

One possibility is that the pdfs are rather “skinny” in the
8D space. A simple example will serve to illustrate this.
Consider Figure 6, which shows the contours of 2 skinny
pdfs in 2D space. It is clear that they are well-separated,
but their Vij ratio is less than 1 because of their elongated
shapes. This is because the Vij ratio uses the largest vari-
ance in the denominator (Equations (5) and (4)), which is
an over-estimate of the true shape of the pdfs. One can con-
sider a slightly different ratio, the Zij ratio, that uses the
smallest variance instead:

Zij =
||µi − µj ||√
λi

min +
√

λj
min

(7)

Table 3 shows these ratios for the 5 pdfs. It is clear
that the Zij ratios are all greater than 1, indicating that the
pdfs are separated. Thus inter-class and intra-class distances
have to take into account the “direction” of the variability.
In some directions the variability is small, in others, it is
large. Hence, the Bhattacharyya distance is a better mea-
sure of separability, and should be used in place of inter- and
intra-class distances. Previous attempts at measuring class
separability for face recognition could not use the Bhat-
tacharyya distance because the class-conditional pdfs were
unknown. This is due to the small number of training im-
ages, which are insufficient to estimate the pdfs. Hence,
researchers tend resort to inter-class/intra-class distances,
which we have shown to be unreliable.

Let’s now look at the class regions. Recall from Sec-
tion 2.4 that a class region Ri is where class ωi is correctly
classified by the Bayes’ classifier. Recall also that we per-
formed k-means clustering on each class region. Our ex-

P0 P1 P2 P3 P4
P0 0 41.59 47.47 47.93 72.21
P1 0 45.98 20.90 41.44
P2 0 55.14 75.98
P3 0 26.53
P4 0

Table 3: Pair-wise symmetric Zij ratios.

Region R0 R1 R2 R3 R4

# clusters 10 10 8 15 12
# GMM components 5 5 4 8 6

Table 4: Class regions, their clusters, and number of GMM
components.

periments discovered different numbers of clusters for each
class region, as shown in Table 4. This indicates that dis-
joint clusters (subregions) are indeed present. Note also that
the number of clusters is roughly twice the number of GMM
components.

Figure 7 shows a number of faces “reverse projected”
and rendered from the means and “2 std. dev.” points of
some of these clusters. It is obvious that the means (top
row) are more recognizable than the “2 std. dev.” points
(bottom row), which are closer to the boundaries of the class
region. The illumination angles of these images are also
shown. These are estimated by interpolating the known il-
luminations of nearby points. The angles are (α◦, β◦), de-
noting the azimuth and elevation respectively. Typically,
the boundary images are under extreme illumination con-
ditions, where most of the face is shadowed and very little
detail is visible. This confirms the intuition that a well-lit
face is easier to recognize than a poorly-lit one.

3.2. Illumination + pose experiments
We also performed our analysis when both illumination and
pose were varied. The first problem we encountered was
that PCA could no longer be used to reduce the dimension
of face space. Keeping 90% of the “energy” required more
than 200 dimensions, far too high for estimating a GMM.
On the other hand, using only 8 dimensions meant that only
56% of the energy was retained. This resulted in a PCA
space that poorly represented all the variations.

We thus resorted to a non-linear dimension reduction
technique called Isomap [13]. This was able to aggres-
sively reduce the dimension of face space, while keeping
the “residual variance” (which may be regarded as the op-
posite of “energy”) small. Indeed, Isomap gave us a 6D
space at a cost of 0.1 in residual variance. The large num-
ber of images (86450 for 5 persons) made computational
time prohibitive. We therefore analyzed only two persons:
Person 0 and 1. Their separability measures are shown in
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Figure 7: (Top row) Cluster means from some clusters of
Persons 0, 1, 2. (Bottom row) “2 std. dev.” images of the
same clusters, which are closer to the boundaries. These im-
ages tend to be under extreme illumination, making recog-
nition difficult. For Person 1 (middle column), the bound-
ary image is in fact a different person (Person 0), indicating
that we have crossed the cluster boundary. The illumination
conditions are also shown (see text for explanation).

DistB(0, 1) V01 Z01

0.69 0.14 1.59

Table 5: Separability measures under pose and illumination
variation.

Table 5, and a visualization of the first two dimensions of
their pdfs is shown in Figure 8.

However, visualization of the cluster means and bound-
ary points is difficult in this case. This is because un-
like PCA, Isomap does not provide a way to reconstruct a
high dimensional point from its lower dimensional projec-
tion. Isomap only finds a lower dimensional structure that
is equivalent (in the sense of preserving geodesic distances)
to its high dimensional counterpart.

Nevertheless, we may draw the following conclusions:

1. There is significant overlap in the class-conditional
pdfs, as measured by a Bhattacharyya distance of 0.69.
This is much worse than when pose was fixed and il-
lumination was allowed to vary (c.f. Table 1, which
gives a Bhattacharyya distance of 1.6 × 10−6).2

2. The Vij and Zij ratios are smaller and larger than
1, respectively. This indicates again that such inter-
class/intra-class distances are not reliable measures of

2Strictly speaking, this comparison is unfair, because the dimensions
were reduced using different reduction methods: Isomap versus PCA.

Figure 8: A 2D slice of the 2 pdfs (red and green) under
pose and illumination variation. There is significant over-
lap, which is confirmed by a large Bhattacharyya distance.

separability.

4. Concluding Remarks
We conclude with a summary of the main ideas:

1. To better understand the challenges in face recognition,
we proposed to investigate face space: the set of all ap-
pearance variation of faces. In this paper, we generated
variations in both pose and illumination.

2. We showed how face space may be explored us-
ing Gaussian Mixture Models to represent the class-
conditional pdfs.

3. We measured separability of the pdfs in two ways: us-
ing Bhattacharyya distance, and the inter-class/intra-
class ratio. From our results, it is clear that the Bhat-
tacharyya distance gives a more dependable measure
of separability. The inter-class/intra-class ratio de-
pends on the direction of variability, and is therefore
not as reliable.

4. We showed how the class regions may be determined
from the pdfs. These regions are where one person
is correctly classified (by the Bayes’ classifier), while
other people are misclassified. Each region is in turn a
collection of disjoint clusters (subregions).

5. The class regions also reveal the viewing conditions
that best discriminates each person from the rest. We
“reverse project” a few cluster means to visualize this.



6. By considering points that are “2 standard deviations”
away from the cluster means, we get an approxima-
tion to the cluster boundaries. These images tend to
be under extreme viewing conditions, making recogni-
tion difficult. In some cases, we would have crossed
the cluster boundary, into another person’s cluster.

Our exploration of face space is just beginning. There
are a number of interesting directions we intend to pursue
in the near future:

1. We intend to investigate other observations that re-
searchers have reported. For instance, in [10], it was
noted that males are easier to recognize than females,
and that face recognition performance decreases as the
logarithm of the number of classes. By constructing
face space pdfs for males vs. females, and by mea-
suring the size of the class regions as more people are
added, we can confirm if these observations are true.

2. Besides illumination and pose, we also intend to syn-
thesize different facial expressions. This will add a
new kind of variability to face space. We can also
synthesize beards, moustaches, and eye-glasses, and
investigate these effects.

3. We can further exploit the realism of computer anima-
tion to synthesize facial motion. This will allow us to
model the temporal aspect of video, treating video as
more than a collection of static images.

4. Face space is a high dimensional space. Is there a
lower dimensional (feature) space that can more com-
pactly represent face space? What is the structure of
the class-conditional pdf in this space? Ideally, the
feature space should still maintain the separability of
the pdfs. We intend to explore various techniques to
discover such a feature space.
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